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The Camosun College Faculty Association Newsletter 

President’s Message 

I sometimes worry that we faculty union types are seen as (and may actually be) 
classic ‘nattering nabobs of negativism.’  After all, it’s our job to hear your 
concerns and complaints, to advise you in handling them, and quite often to 
present them to management.  While each situation is unique and real, the 
whole of them may lead us into negativity bias.  What’s really going on out 
there?  Is the silent faculty majority actually doing fine, happily beavering away 
at their work of turning out happy, productive students?  Maybe not this year, 
judging by our workload survey.  And maybe it’s irrelevant anyway, when our job 

is to look after members in need.  

Either way, at this point in time, I’ve had enough.  I’m ready for a trip to Mexico, and I can’t have it.  
So I’m committing the rest of this article to positivity, and have challenged our other intrepid 
authors to do the same.  Yes, this issue contains some pathos, and perhaps a nugget or two of 
union advice, but on the whole we are keeping it light. 

So here comes, in no particular order, a list of things I am grateful for.  To anyone who knows me 
well, yes, I realize this kind of thing normally nauseates me.  Deal with it. 

 Health.  I am quite healthy for a middle-aged mammal, and damn grateful for it as the people 
I know get older and the pandemic plods on. 

 My family. The most fun, steady and supportive bubble-mates I could ask for.  

 Music. Spotify is surprisingly effective therapy. 

 Therapy. Try it.  Mental health maintenance should carry no stigma.  

 A steady paycheque.  I know we are the face and voice of workplace complaints, but it is not 
lost on me that reliable income is wonderful, especially in unreliable times.  (That does not 
invalidate genuine workplace problems, in my opinion.) 

 My CCFA colleagues.  The way our group keeps grinding and supporting each other through 
this shit-show on ice is a marvel.  Professionalism at its highest.  Even the newcomers, who 
might not recognize each other’s un-pixelated faces if they met on the street, are chipping in 
and contributing to a positive team experience.   

 Same goes for my teaching and teaching-support colleagues, who are working so hard in 
isolation to make this whole thing kind of work.  Everyone is being creative, trying their best, 
and as far as I can see, not snapping on one another. 

 Beer.  Wine is good too. 

 The upcoming winter solstice, so the days can start getting longer again.  

 The great outdoors.  Hiking, kayaking and mountain biking. 

 The fact that in-person K-12 education hasn’t led to mass viral outbreaks.  I don’t know how 
this can be, and I just knocked on my wooden desk. 

 Stable and responsible government. 

 Smaller carbon footprint for almost everything.  It can be done. 

 I haven’t been sick in a year. 
I could go on, but you get the point.  Here’s wishing you all a happy and restful holiday which, if not 
free from course prep, may at least have a more reasonable pace.    

- Chris Ayles 

SAVE THE DATE 

Winter General Meeting:  
March 05, 10am on Zoom 

Anybody recognize this CCFA Santa? 
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13 Signs You Might Be a Technosaur 

Now that many of us have been forced kicking and screaming into the modern tech-era of online learn-

ing, it may be time to check in on our newly acquired skills (or lack thereof). Check out the following to 

see how you fare: 

[1] You think Kijiji is an ethnic dance from Latvia and you’re not sure who Craig is and why everyone 
is so interested in his shopping list. 

[2] Your typing speed is measured in words-per-Millennium and you have a typing callus on one 
finger only. 

[3] Every time you try to download a program that actually does something useful, your computer is taken over by        
demons. 

[4] You think of tech support as your second family, and what they think of you cannot be printed. 
[5] You don’t own any i-thingies. 
[6] Windows, D2L and/or the internet frequently conspire to make you look like an idiot in front of your 40 tech-savvy 

students. 
[7] You still prefer to communicate with your colleagues by walking to their office and using your vocal cords. 
[8] The word ‘dongle’ makes you giggle or blush. 
[9] You think ‘apps’ come before the main course. 
[10]  The word ‘megabyte’ sounds like a lot. 
[11]  You still get your Twitter fix by the backyard bird-feeder. 
[12]  When your niece asked you for a Macintosh for Christmas you started looking in the Thrifty’s produce section. 
[13]  You buy all your hardware from Home Depot. 

If you answered yes to many of these questions (we’ve all been there), you may be in danger of becoming a  technosaur. 

Don’t sweat it. Help is at hand! Take a look at the in-house eLearning workshops or use your PD funds to get up to speed.  

Happy Holidays. Take a break from too much screen time! 

- Ian Browning, Member-at-large 

As Camosun’s Academic Success Centre Coordinator, I have the pleasure of teaching learning skills in the 

classroom. My “Tame Your Brain” stress management session is the most popular request. (I also teach 

time management, exam prep, memory strategies, etc.) To help lighten the mood and set the stage for 

these interactive student sessions, I like to use humour. Because we all need a lift right now, I’m sharing 

some of these resources with you. The first two videos are always a big hit with students: 

Humans Hugging Animals (1:17) 

What if Animals Were Round? (2:01) 

Students also appreciate these practical tips, which might help you make it through the rest of the term: 

Dr. Laurie Santos’ 5 Favourite Coping Tips (6:36) 

How to Make Stress Your Friend (14:28) 

I haven’t shared these links with students, but if you’re into holiday humour and animals, you’ll probably enjoy them: 

Henri 5: The Worst Noel (4:03) 

12 Dog and Cat Christmas Card Fails (website) 

In the spirit of positivity, 2021 has to be an improvement over 2020, doesn’t it? Wishing you all the best this holiday season--and 
beyond. 

 

- Chrisa Hotchkiss, CCFA Secretary 

Tame Your Brain 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTkX24L31cE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yltlJEdSAHw&index=227&list=LL7gj49R6BRyi_yfrCtHmCvA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kCQim9VrnDY&list=PLbpi6ZahtOH4QwHhLZDoPMroL_W0ow8hS&index=1&utm_medium=email&utm_source=other&utm_campaign=opencourse.rUHfSakHEeeQ3gpuC4Fs_g.announcements%7Eopencourse.rUHfSakHEeeQ3gpuC4Fs_g.EU9nqPM_QJePXdscgSoiyA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcGyVTAoXEU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egtvaWzIh7o&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2ZQpeiNEi8b34DPgqu1VIDtH2LCmJ-45SMPKKJMkFjMjVFnjNyKkHbmoo
https://www.rover.com/blog/christmas-photos-dogs/
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The Postcard Project  

Hello friends, 

Last spring, I was cleaning out a closet (isolation  activity #14), when I came upon a bunch of postcards. I had         
accumulated them over the years from galleries, museums, bookstores, hotels, church gift shops, and the like.     
Dozens of them, some decades old, all but forgotten. 

Postcards, of course, were once the quintessential communiqué from far away. I still send them when  I travel 
(which currently is never) but I accumulated more than I sent. Because they were charming. Because they evoked 
memories. Because I am cheap and don’t buy fancy souvenirs (I am in that age group that walks around constantly 
surprised that so many things cost more than $25).  

But, I mused, what good were they doing me, or anyone, in my closet? What purpose the witticisms, the art? Aren’t 
things made to be used? What was I waiting for? Wasn’t I just as far away from my people now as I would be if I was 
in a foreign land?  

I decided to start sending them to family and friends in other cities, but also to folks who live a half-hour’s walk 
away. It’s not work. I usually write just a few words: a joke, a quotation, a scenario, an observation (though one    
recipient has been receiving a meandering short story, installment by installment, just because).  

When I started this project, I committed to sending cards until I ran out or until “this whole thing is over,” whichever 
came first. I was so naive then! Any epidemiologist could have told me I was living in a fool’s paradise if I dreamed 
this thing would soon be over. The pandemic continued, and my stock started to dwindle, but I didn’t want to stop.   
I bought new postcards. Since April, I have mailed about 20 a week, over 700 altogether. 

That’s right. A person who balks at spending money on souvenirs now drops $30 dollars worth of correspondence 
into the big red box every Friday.  

For a postcard is the perfect way to say “hey.” It can be read in 30 seconds and demands no response. And it’s      
tactile. This is crucial. I feel like I’ve been trapped in a 1970s telethon for ten months, tap dancing for the camera, 
grinning through my weariness, and often wondering if anyone is still out there in the dark. A postcard is not an arm 
around the shoulders or a shared eyeroll at the Christmas party, but when I imagine my friends opening the mailbox, 
seeing the picture, turning the card over to read the message, then turning back to the picture, I feel as if we are 
briefly in the same room. As if, just for a moment, we have clasped hands. 

So I have revised my commitment. 

 The postcard project lasts until we meet again. I like to think of them winging their way across the mountains or 
even just across a few familiar streets, going where I cannot now go, but will go, when this whole thing is over. 

- Kelly Pitman , CNC Chair 
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Some days, I wonder what people would choose, or should choose, if they could escape all intellectual pursuits and instead hook up to a 

machine that just made them smell the smell of warm cookies (or whatever is better). Let’s say the price of being hooked up to that 

machine for an average of 7.5 hours/day (no overloads!) was the ability to experience that which provides you with intellectual pleasure. 

Would you do it?  

Much less famously, just a few paragraphs or so after the quote above, Mill talked about something else which has for a long time struck 

me as even more observant than the distinction between base and higher pleasure:  

“Capacity for the nobler feelings is in most natures a very tender plant, easily killed, not only 

by hostile influences, but by mere want of sustenance; and in the majority of young persons it 

speedily dies away if the occupations to which their position in life has devoted them, and the 

society into which it has thrown them, are not favourable to keeping that                              

higher capacity in exercise.”  

What an environment into which today’s students and educators have been thrown. We can see there are many challenges to delivering 

and obtaining a post-secondary education today that threaten to impede the higher pleasures of learning experiences. Not even close to 

the least of the challenges is the working environment in which post-secondary educators must presently try to do their best. The more 

immediate facts of life during COVID-19 have crashed into the neoliberalism of contemporary post-secondary education in unfortunate 

ways; Mill’s old observation about the fragility of the capacity for nobler feelings is perhaps completely trampled by the language of FTEs, 

deficits, and tuition fees.  

Faculty are all too aware of and familiar with the difficulties of post-secondary education in the time of COVID-19. Some things, like the 

displeasure that might come from the online platform not working quite the right way at just the wrong time, are probably unavoidable in 

this space and time. But other things that are impeding us from playing our part most effectively in students’ learning experiences are not 

so inevitable, and must continue to be resisted, as we seek, and seek to nurture in others, the capacity for the kind of higher pleasure that 

is best. The good news is that, though higher happiness is vulnerable in the present time, a little bit of it will go a long way in 

compensating for the difficulties in getting there. 

 
- Frank Jankunis, CMC Chair 

Contract Management Committee (CMC) 

Chris has set the theme of positivity for this issue of the Confluence. As we continue to grapple with the COVID-19 global 

pandemic at the college and also in our own lives more generally, I take this as a challenge. But I have always liked chal-

lenges, so here goes.  

Allow me to start with a little bit of philosophy, since that’s what I teach and write when I am not working on CMC. Go-

ing right back to the Ancient Greeks, philosophers have had a lot to say about the nature of the good. For example, phi-

losopher John Stuart Mill’s ethical theory, utilitarianism, is built around the concept of utility. By ‘utility’ he means pleas-

ure and the absence of pain.   

In the course of developing his ethical theory, Mill makes a few observations that I think can help to address positivity in the age of COVID-

19. One is the distinction between what we might call base pleasure and higher pleasure. For Mill, the latter is better in kind than the for-

mer. This idea leads directly to Mill’s somewhat-famous quote: 

“It is better to be a human being dissatisfied than a pig satisfied; better to be Socrates dissatisfied 

than a fool satisfied.” 
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Top 10 Exciting PD Facts for 2021 

Keeping things positive may be easier for me than some others in CCFA-land. After all, being the Professional 

Development Chair feels a little like be St. Nick at times! Here is a list of my top 10 things I am looking forward 

to with Professional Development in 2021: 

1. I am looking forward to the increase in faculty members’ yearly maximum. The amount has increased from 

$3,000 to $4,000! 

2. I am looking forward to attending a virtual conference! These things are awesome, affordable and you can 

attend many of them as your personal maximum PD amount is not being eaten away with travel and hotel 

costs.  

3. Have you ever gone to a conference and tried to attend two sessions at the same time? Why is it that there are always at least 

one or two tough choices to make for things happening simultaneously? Then, later in the day, there is a group of sessions 

that are simply not that interesting. Most virtual conferences are recorded, and you can access EVERYTHING! With many you 

have access ranging from a month to a year afterwards, so they are great for updating course materials afterwards. 

4. Long-term development has never been as accessible as it is this year! Many can upgrade their education without the need 

for travel to and from the campuses where they are choosing to continue their education. Graduate work is more accessible 

than ever. 

5. The range of pre-approved (does not affect your personal amount and does not need to be approved by the PD Committee) 

activities has increased. Everybody has made difficult arrangements to their course designs over the past year so what a great 

time to do a PIDP (Provincial Instructor Development Program) course. Even if you have done these before, taking a refresher 

after a change like we have experienced is a great way to feel comfortable with the course changes you have made. 

6. Continuing to work with our incredibly supportive CCFA staff! Peg and Laurence are great resources to help you understand 

your PD options, to assist in filling out your applications, to get you reimbursed in a timely manner and, just super nice people 

to work with. 

7. Continuing to fund memberships to various educational and professional resources. With the loss of some conferences,     

organizations are managing by making webinars and other resources available to members. This is a great resource that is 

often overlooked by faculty members. 

8. Attending provincial meetings with the Federation of Post-Secondary Educators knowing that we have the largest personal 

access to PD funds of any institution in the province. 

9. Working with the PD Committee! This is a special group of faculty members and administrative staff who are dedicated to 

their roles and give back to the College off the side of their desks. We have fun, are respectful and really care about allowing 

for the development of faculty within our fiscal limitations. They are the reason we can do this and be able to fund as many 

activities as we do. Please take the time to thank them.   

10. Enjoying seeing all the incredible projects and events that our faculty members are involved in. As Chair of this committee, I 

get a first-hand look at all the projects and activities that Camosun College Faculty are involved in. It makes me proud to work 

with such a dedicated and committed group who are doing amazing work and education in their fields.  

I hope everyone has a much needed break this holiday season and please let us know if 

there is any professional development activities you are interested in or have questions 

about.  

 

- Blair Fisher , PD Chair 
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In late April, I received notice that I would teach two—or maybe 
three—sections of a course. And perhaps a different course in 
July. Working from home, and using my own office resources, 
including an updated and pricy wifi connection, I scrambled to 
put together four online courses with little notice and limited 
paid preparation time. Sessions presented by eLearning were 
terrific and improved my sense of competence. Perhaps most 
crucially, I was not new to online teaching; nonetheless, the first 
weeks were a blur of six or seven days of work a week, of very 
long days sitting at my computer and forgetting to take breaks. 
My family grumped; even the cat felt neglected.  

The spring settled into a more predictable teaching rhythm, and 
I learned how to adjust my planned asynchronous courses to 
include a weekly synchronous component for students who 
were feeling lonely, isolated, and anxious. I figured out how to 
make accessible and (I hope) engaging brief videos and how to 
conduct effective (even crowded!) online office hours.  
“Facilitating Learning Online” was wonderfully helpful in      
prepping me for these challenges, but I was increasingly uneasy: 
my contract with Camosun specified a maximum number of 
hours that I was routinely exceeding. No matter how hard I tried 
to be efficient, students’ needs were expanding rather than 
contracting the amount of contact time required in an online 
environment. Adding professional development to the mix 
meant I felt equipped to cope with pedagogical challenges, but 
it was also yet more uncompensated time that I took away from 
every other aspect of my life: my writing, my family, my sadly 
languishing garden. 

As instructors, our role expanded: the abrupt transition to 
online left many class members stranded. They had no library in 
which to congregate, or cafeteria for a coffee break with     
classmates; many of them had inadequate equipment and   
internet connections. And students’ emotional and psycho-
social challenges were exacerbated through a tense spring;  
access to support resources was limited or attenuated as      
students moved, lost jobs, and cared for sick family members. If 
it had not been for the strong support of a handful of colleagues 
and an involved and engaging department Chair, I would have 
been feeling overwhelmed on a daily basis by the needs of my 
classes. 

The fall has allowed me to pause—mostly involuntarily, since I 
haven’t been assigned teaching. The courses I put hundreds of 
hours into developing have not been completely abandoned—I 
left materials for colleagues to use—but the work I put in is not 
benefiting me in a reduced preparation period for fall teaching. 
This is hard. As a term faculty member for most of my career at 
multiple universities and at Camosun, I’m well aware that the 
institution’s commitment is short term. I’ve learned not to get 
too attached to colleagues and offices that have been            
temporary. No matter how good a job you do, it’s likely that the 

only people who will notice the effort are  students. 

But it’s especially hard this time because my employer was not 
there for me in meaningful ways this summer. As I struggled and  
juggled, I was repeatedly let down my systems outside my    
control as colleagues across the college attempted to function 
remotely. At a spring  college-wide meeting, I could barely    
contain my protests when we heard from a senior administrator 
that faculty had in place everything we needed to teach online 
effectively: that was not my experience. My experience was that 
we had limited training and preparation,  inadequate notice of 
teaching assignments, and curtailed support for a burgeoning 
population of students who were in crisis. 

This spring and summer I taught based on my 20-some years of 
teaching experience and I drew especially heavily on my       
research background in trauma-informed pedagogy. I had     
students going through profound loss and grief; meanwhile, we 
received cheery notices about resilience and Zoom Zumba. The 
disconnect was profound. 

None of us were equipped for this ongoing, slow emergency, 
and we are not anywhere near recovery yet. But for future  
challenges, we need to be better prepared, and that includes 
addressing the College’s use of term faculty members. We are 
not the only employee group at the College who are treated as 
negligible, but we are perhaps the group most profoundly 
affecting the experience of students.  

How could things improve?  

The Faculty Association took a principled and much appreciated 
stance in bargaining by refusing to concede existing member 
rights. The Collective Agreement has a number of provisions 
that are of assistance to term faculty.  

But fundamentally, the College administration is in a position to 
either acknowledge term faculty as an integral part of        
Camosun’s  educational mission or to treat us as fungible and 
disposable. The cost of the latter approach is high for             
individuals, as we become embittered, but it’s also expensive 
for the institution, which is squandering the good will of       
employees who may go two or three or five years without a 
commitment to ongoing employment.  

After two decades in higher education, I still love teaching. But I 
don’t love the way I’ve been treated as a teacher, and I’m not  
prepared to continue to sacrifice my financial needs and well-
being for the sake of my students. They deserve the very best 
that the College can give them, and that includes instructors 
who feel supported in their work.           

      - A CCFA Term Faculty Member 

A Term Faculty Perspective on Emergency Remote Teaching  
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Like so many other families this year, ours will be missing the 

precious traditions that are part of our holiday visits with           

grandparents and other loved ones. I know that as a result we 

will be spending more time waxing nostalgic about our family      

traditions past and present but honestly, if there’s ever been a 

year to be maudlin like nobody’s watching, it’s this one.  

In a memory-lane state of mind, I searched up some past 

Christmas readings from the CBC Radio archives last week. I 

grew up in a home where my parents usually had CBC Radio 

on, so the voices of radio hosts Alan “Fireside Al” Maitland 

and Barbara Budd were woven into our festive season. (If 

you’re of a similar vintage and these Christmas readings were 

part of your family’s soundtrack too, you’ll be delighted to 

know that you can find Al Maitland’s readings of The Shepherd 

and The Gift of the Magi, as well as Barbara Budd’s reading of 

Bone Button Borscht in the As It Happens archives.) 

The overall message of “The Shepherd” is one of hope, and the 

overall message of the “The Gift of the Magi” is that the best      

presents cannot be bought.  Worthy themes both, although 

upon re-listening I think it’s possible my nostalgia was more 

closely associated with listening to Al Maitland’s voice in the 

same room as the Christmas tree.  

But Bone Button Borscht is a whole different story. As it turns 

out this one is no mere object for nostalgia seekers. I submit 

that with a little necessary editing, Bone Button Borscht could 

be a parable for what CCFA members achieved together in 

2020.  

The version in the CBC archives is a variation on the old      

European folk tale Stone Soup, aka Nail Soup, and is a fable 

about the value of sharing. But if you listen to it this year, in 

the context of both the upheaval created by COVID and the 

enormity of what this labour group has accomplished since 

March 13, there’s scope to hear Bone Button Borscht as the 

allegory for our year.                     

“Nobody makes borscht from buttons” just like nobody moves 

entire courses and programs into a fully online delivery meth-

od with 7 days’ notice.  

Except that the villagers totally did make an amazing borscht 

out of nearly nothing by giving everything they could lay their 

hands on to the cause. That sounds a lot like this village of 

CCFA members, who have accomplished the adaptation of 

hundreds of courses for online delivery, pouring every bit of 

their time, energy, skills, humour, and humanity into this 

shared cause non-stop for the past 9 months and counting. 

The tale of Bone Button Borscht celebrates what can be ac-

complished “with a few buttons and a little cooperation”, with 

results that are nothing short of a miracle given the resources 

that were provided.  

I’m not sure that CCFA members actually had many bone 

buttons to begin with in March, but metaphorically speaking 

and against all odds and a mountain of challenges, this group 

of dedicated and resourceful professional educators has made 

a lot borscht this year. Our borscht has also been an essential 

source of nutrition for every student at the college.  

I hope you find some much deserved and overdue time to rest 

and reflect and reminisce when the term ends. Wishing you 

and your loved ones a safe and cozy holiday, whatever that 

looks like this year, and thank you for your part in making this 

village an inspiring community to be a member of.  

- Sue Doner , 
Member at 
Large and e-
Learning 
Specialist 

A Fable for Our Year 

Stephen Fielding Wins Prestigious Canadian Historical 

Association Prize 

Stephen Fielding, History and Religion instructor, recently won the Canadian Historical Association’s prize for Best Ph.D. at a       

Canadian University on a Historical Topic. It is the highest graduate honour in the field in Canada. Many of the areas Stephen    

explored in his research—the intersections of immigration, ethnicity, diversity, multiculturalism, grassroots movements, sport, and 

public policy—are of critical importance in our current social and political environment.   
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Ian Browning                  T&T, A&S                                                                              Member At Large  

Sue Doner                  Learning Services                                          Member At Large 

Tony Webster                  CSEE                                         Member At Large  

CCFA Administrative Services    

Our Y221 office is open remotely Monday – Friday 

Phone: 250-370-3655 

Peg Ford            FordP@camosun.bc.ca 

Laurence Toffoletto     ToffolettoL@camosun.bc.ca 
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